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When
Interviewed
The Medicine Hunter, he said:  

“You give this to men
with low libido and it’s…

Chinese New
Year’s Fireworks
in your pants.  
It works!”

Thanks to research at
MIT, you can now have
rock-hard erections
of your youth without
prescription drugs.
55,367 smart men have
already discovered
this secret. (see inside)
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“…it’s Chinese New Y
Fireworks In Your P
—Chris Killam, “The Medicine Hunter & ABC NEWS “Nightline” Guest

Field Tested by 55,367 Red Blooded U.S.
Men. Transforms Your Sex Life and Makes
Former Studs into Young Bucks
(Their Partners Now Smile From Ear To Ear)

G

uests on ABC News
aren’t prone to
hyerbole. That’s why
it was shocking when
ABC’s “Nightline” interviewed
an expert about an herb and he
said: “you give this to men with
low libido ... and it’s Chinese
New Year’s Fireworks in their
pants. It works.”

This breakthrough erectionrestoring herb discovered
by Chris Kilham began

I’ll tell you about this proven
“erection saver” in a moment,
but first, I want to acknowledge
why I’m so excited to introduce
you to Eurycoma Longfoma/
Tonkat Ali (trademarked LJ100).
It has 13 human clinical trials on

Androx with LJ100™
supports healthy
testosterone levels
it! (see the research results on
pages 8-13)
This clinically and field tested
herb helps form the basis for
Androx with LJ100™ which can
help your sex life — and that of
your partner — take a 180 degree
turn because…
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CNN called this expert
“The Indiana Jones of Natural
Medicine”. Chris Kilham is
the author of 14 books and
has traveled to 45 countries to
research natural cures that work.
Kilham has taught Ethnobotany
(the scientific use of plants for
medicinal use) at the University
of Massachusetts.

a collaboration between
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and the
University of Malaysia. It has
even been granted a Patent by
the U.S. Government and other
nations around the world.

ng/dL

By: Rick Popowitz*

Free
Testoterone
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Rick Popowitz has been writing about alternative health for over 20 years and is CEO of Biocentric Health.
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w Year’s
r Pants.”

The Missing Link Found And
Fixed — Why Testosterone
and Nitric Oxide or Drugs
Are Not Enough

Leading experts, including Dr. Steven
Lamm, Medical Director of the Tisch
Center on Men’s Health at the NYU
Langone Medical Center, now agree these
hormones and chemicals found naturally
in the body do NOT give men nearly
enough power for truly great erections and
sexual performance. They are only a base,
only a beginning, like a bandaid on a cut.
l you need much more than

just higher Testosterone
l you need much more than
just higher Nitric Oxide
Now don’t get me wrong. Testosterone
and Nitric Oxide are great, and you need
more of them as you get older and your
levels naturally fall about two percent per
year beginning around age 30. But they are
not nearly enough for sexual desire and
steel-hard erections that last long. They
only go so far.
They only scratch the surface of the
extra nutrients you need to get horny, get
hard, stay hard, and have an orgasm.
You see, Testosterone, Nitric Oxide and
drugs are only effective at giving you an
erection but not sexual desire or staying
(Continued on next page…)
LJ 100 is a registered trademark of HP Ingredients Inc. and is protected under U.S. Patent #7,132,117.

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
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Corpus
cavernosum

Vas
deferens

hard for a long time ... and
they are NOT very effective at
helping you HAVE an orgasm
or MULTIPLE orgasms in the
same session.
That’s why if you only
take replacement therapy or a
supplement for Testosterone
or Nitric Oxide, or a drug,
you are missing out. It’s like
you are using old, outdated
technology. You are NOT
getting the full erection and
sexual support every man over
fifty (and even some men in
their forties) want and that
makes it possible to have a
truly remarkable sex life.

Testis

This is why the Biocentric

Health Research Team,
developed Androx with LJ100™,
and 55,367 smart men rely on
it. In our opinion Androx with
LJ100™ is a quantum leap over
any other supplement available
today. But no need to take my
word. Read on and I promise
you won’t be disappointed.
It includes a nutrient
so unique (LJ100) it has
been awarded U.S. Patent
#7,132,117. You’ve
NEVER heard
about or tried
ANYTHING like
it before, because
there is nothing
else like it.

Today’s Erection Crisis
Today, up to 74% of mature
men can’t get hard or stay hard
long enough.

Erection problems are growing like wildfire…
it’s a crisis… a trend nobody wants to talk
about…170 million more men will suffer from
ED by the year 2025 according to a study
by The New England Research Institutes.
Consumer Health Digest reports a near TRIPLE
in the rate since 1997.

And with NO
prescription drugs.
What’s causing it? Today’s higher levels
55,367 smart men have
of stress, processed foods, financial pressure,
already discovered
retirement worries, toxins, pollution, body
weight, medications and higher blood pressure. the secret… all-natural
ANDROX.
What’s the solution? Thanks to researchers
To try Androx with
at MIT, you can now have erections the way they
LJ100™ for yourself
used to be.
call 800-337-2594.
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Only ANDROX WITH LJ100™’s Unique
7-Tier Formula Does

All 7 Of The Things You
Need For A Great Sex Life
1
E
very other “Men’s Pill” you’ve heard about
can only help you in 1 or 2 of the 7 areas
that every man between forty and seventy
wants help with.

But Androx with LJ100™ is the first-ever of its
kind 7-tier formula that gives you back the youthful
power you want in all 7 of these areas.
And one more quick point I’d be remiss if
I didn’t mention. Androx with LJ100™ can and
should be taken by the women in your life too.
The ingredients in Androx with LJ100™ have been
shown to help support and enhance a woman’s
sexual desire and satisfaction as well. These are
not mere, empty promises but ones that have been
clinically established as you will read in the pages
that follow.

Have Strong
Sexual DESIRE
— Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

If you don’t have strong
sexual desire, you can’t have a
strong sex life. Yet, the problem
is, Testosterone, Nitric Oxide and drugs like
Viagra™ and Cialis™ do absolutely NOTHING to
increase sexual desire.
With strong sexual desire, your whole game
changes. You go from second-string bench warmer
waiting in frustration ... to first-string, starting lineup, superstar, game-winner. And strong sexual
(Continued on next page…)

Viagra is a registered trademark of Pfizer. Cialis is a registered trademark of Ely Lily & Company.

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
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desire is exactly what all-natural Androx with
LJ100™ gives you.

2

Get An
ERECTION
— Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

You will have firmer erections that fully
penetrate her, satisfy and make you feel like a real
stud ... and make your wife feel like a real man has
just made love to her and rocked her world.

4

KEEP Your Erection A
Long Time — Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

You can have desire,
but desire must turn into an
erection or it does you no good.
That’s why, as soon as you desire sex, the
ingredients in Androx with LJ100™ kick in to give
you an erection whenever you want one. Androx
with LJ100™ achieves this by increasing blood flow
to the penis helping you naturally achieve the
erection of your dreams.

3

Hardness Score of 1 to 5, we are talking about
erections rated a “5”.

Get a HARD Erection —
Satisfaction Guaranteed 100%!

While other men have to suffer with erections
that are soft like ice cream, you will have
erections that are hard like steel. On the Erection

The longer your erection lasts, the more
satisfied you and your partner will be.
Androx with LJ100™ is specially formulated to
make your erection last a long time. 13 clinical
double-blind clinical studies on LJ100 support
this fact.

5

Have An ORGASM
— Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

Having an intense full orgasm is
the most pleasurable part of making

With Androx, you’ll get the
hormonal boost you need for
greater energy and greater sex.
But don’t take my word for it. Listen to what
some our satisfied customers say:

Back to having
sex 4 times a
week

“I’ve gone from
having sex once
a week or less to
three or four times
a week. On our
last vacation in Mexico, my
wife and I were at it almost
every day and night. It was
like being on our honeymoon
again. No kidding!”

Harder erections
and lasting longer

“I had problems
sustaining my
erections. It has
been frustrating
whenever it goes
soft on me half
way through, and I could not
control it at all. I tried Androx™
and my erection was unusually
hard and I lasted longer than I
have in years.”

—Jim, age 55
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love. If you don’t have a good orgasm, you are not
enjoying sex to the fullest.
Androx with LJ100™ helps you have a great
orgasm every time with natural ingredients. Once
again, our researchers formulated Androx with
LJ100™ based on scores of clinical studies that show
dramatic increase in sexual satisfaction.

6

Have MULTIPLE
Orgasms — Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

One orgasm is great, but what if you had
the stamina and strength to give your partner a
2nd orgasm without waiting long to “re-load” or
“recoup” ... one after another ... you’d be a sexual
dynamo — and now you will have this stamina
and power.

7

“Turn On” An Excited
Partner Who Craves
Sex From You — Satisfaction
Guaranteed 100%!

When you make love like
a stallion you exude a new
level confidence that results
in the release of pheromones
that attract the opposite
sex. The more pheromones, the more attraction
and the desire for more frequent sex. And, if the
renewed confidence you exude isn’t enough,
LJ100 works on women too! It has been shown in
clinical studies to also enhance desire, libido and
satisfaction in women as well. I’ll tell you more
about the effect of Androx with LJ100™ and Women
in the pages that follow … so read on.

T

o see exactly
for yourself how
Androx with LJ100™
meets and exceeds
each of the Seven
Tiers to Sexual
Success, turn to
page 23.
To try Androx with
LJ100™ for yourself
for 90 days
Risk-Free Call
800-337-2594
or use the
Order Certificate
on Page 23.

In fact, with Androx with LJ100™ you and your
partner will experience how its feels to :
l Fully Insert Your Shaft into Your Partner
l Increased Percentage of Successful

Intercourse
l Increase Time of Penetration Before

Ejaculation

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 7
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The Superstar Ingredient In Androx wi

“... it’s Chinese New Year’s F

A

BC NEWS “Nightline”, a few years back did
a report on this LJ100. Chris Killam “aka”
“The Medicine Hunter” said, “you give this
to men with low libido ... and it’s Chinese
New Year’s Fireworks in their pants. It works.”

(13) published human clinical trials!

In formulating Androx with LJ100™ we only use
the patented, clinically studied and trademarked
form of the herb Tongkat Ali (Latin botanical
name, Eurycoma Longfoma); LJ100™.

Prof. Ismail Tambi
from Malaysia found
Tongkat Ali/LJ100 to
have a “highly potent”
impact on men’s
sexual health and
performance.”

LJ100™ is the result of collaboration between
the world-famous Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and the Government of
Malaysia.
This is such a unique and
superior form of Tongkat Ali
that it was awarded U.S.Patent
#7,132,117. It is the only clinically
proven Tongkat Ali extract for
sexual functionality, sports
nutrition and andropause (the
“male equivalent of menopause”).
It has been validated in thirteen

8

Internationally Respected
Men’s Health Researcher
Recommends It!

He found that men who use Tongkat Ali/LJ100
experience renewed sexual vitality and heightened
sexual desire. In the PADAM study he conducted,
30 married men took Tongkat Ali (LJ 100™) daily
for three weeks. The results? Their sexual desire
shot up 91 percent…their sexual function improved
by 78 percent…and their sexual self confidence
rose 82 percent!*
Playing a critical role in Androx with LJ100™,
you have a safe, natural plant agent which causes

Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in this issue. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. *LJ 100 is a licensed and registered trademark of HP Ingredients, Inc.
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ox with LJ100™: Patented LJ100™—

’s Fireworks In Your Pants.”
SAI Questions

Percent Improvement

180%
162%

160%
140%

164%
150%

120%
102%

100%
80%
60%
40%

1. Were you able to insert your entire
penile shaft into your partner’s
vagina?
2. Did your erection last long
enough for you to have successful
intercourse?
3. Elapsed time from erection
perceived hard enough for
penetration to withdrawal from
your partner’s vagina (in minutes)?
4. Overall, were you satisfied
with the hardness of your erection?
5. Overall, were you satisfied with this
sexual experience?
6. Please rate the range of your
erection during this sexual
intercourse attempt.

39%

35%

20%
0%

DepthEndurance Elapsed Time Hardness
Overall
Penile Insertion
To Withdraw Satisfaction Satisfaction

SAI Questions

your body to produce its own testosterone, thereby
boosting sexual desire and function. But it also
does a lot more for you.
Erections begin with sexual stimulus, resulting
in the release of nitric oxide (NO), which
increases cGMP. One study showed that LJ100
supplementation increased cGMP four-fold.

So it increases your Testosterone and Nitric
Oxide, but that’s only the beginning. You need
much more to have the best possible erections and
sex life, and that’s why LJ100 also greatly increases
ATP production, or adenosine triphosphate the
basic unit of energy in the body giving us men the
energy we need to perform sexually.
(Continued on next page…)

To get a stronger, better erection you need
healthy blood flood to your penis. Androx with
LJ100™ and its nine well researched nutrients:

4 Relaxes
Penile Muscles
4 Increases NO and
SHBG yielding more
Free (Circulating Body)
Testosterone
4 Vascidilating effect
widens and strengthens
penile erection

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 9

Erectile
Range

Result—
Maximum
Erection
Rigidity!
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“E

ven with
its other
serious medical
applications,
what excites
most people
about Tongkat
Ali/LJ100 is
that the root
significantly
boosts sex drive
and function in
both men and
women.”

Forget Cheap Imitators —
Get The Real Thing That
Delivers: Studies Prove
Androx with LJ100™
Does What It Promises!
Not all products are created
equal. Not all herbs, even if they
have the same name, are of the
same quality. Some use chemical
solvents and heat drying which
reduces the potency and strength of
the herb.
For Male Enhancement, the
original and leader is Androx with
LJ100™, and the key reason is the
superior quality of ingredients in
this supplement. The patented
LJ100™ form of Tongkat Ali in
Androx with LJ100™ has proven
itself in published, peer-reviewed
controlled studies.

Just imagine these results IN
YOUR SEX LIFE SOON:
l A 91 percent increase in

libido…
l A 73 percent improvement

in sexual performance…
l A 82 percent leap in sexual

self-confidence…
Amazing proof, isn’t it?
Intrigued, then try Androx with
LJ100™ for yourself and order riskfree 800-337-2594.

Amazed at the
Energy
“I am amazed at the amount of
energy I had after taking Androx.
I was practically bouncing off the
walls. I also found that it helped
increase my strength and ability to
work out, and it reduced my recovery time.”
—Mike L., Dallas TX

More strength
and endurance
in workouts
“Your product gives me extra
power and strength in my
workouts, so I’m able to go the
extra mile…literally. My strength
and endurance has increased dramatically.”
—Jason, age 33
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Here’s Even More
Iron-Clad Proof This
“Erection Lifesaver”
Works Great

I

n another study conducted
by Dr. Udai, 30 men
received either a placebo
or LJ100, an essential
ingredient in Androx with
LJ100™. The placebo group
showed no significant
change, but the LJ100
group showed significant
improvement:
• in the ability to insert
the entire shaft into the
partner’s vagina,
• the overall satisfaction
with the sexual
experience, and
• the overall score for the
erection satisfaction
Men also noted a
significant decrease in time
until their erection was hard
enough for penetration.
How was this accomplished?
LJ100 increased blood flow
to the penis allowing the
penis for maximum erection
length and hardness.
Doctors and researchers

refer to this as vasodilation.
I’ll end with one
last study: Dr. Jay Udai
conducted a trial on 30
healthy men at Staywell
Research clinical research
on the effectiveness of the
Malaysian ginseng and
LJ100. The results after 12
weeks were stunning:

} ability to ejaculate
while still inside their
partner more than
DOUBLED!

} satisfaction with
hardness of their
erection more than
DOUBLED!
Do you want amazing
erection-boosting results like
this? Of course you do! And
now you can see the results
for yourself without risking
a dime with our risk-free 90
day trial offer. Just return
the form inside the back
cover or call this number
now: 1-800-337-2594.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Androx with LJ100™ Increases Ability to Achieve Successful
Intercourse & Ejaculation Plus Boosts Erection Frequency.

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 11
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Revive Your
Sex Life
Naturally
& Safely

4 Enhances The Sexual Experience:
Studies report improvement of 164%
4 Improves Hardness of Erection: + 150%
4 Increase Duration (measured in
minutes) of Intercourse: +162%
4 Promotes Erections Lasting Long
enough to Orgasm: 102%
4 Libido Improved: 91%
4 Enhances Ability to Insert Penis Fully
into Partners Vagina: +35%

12
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Call Toll-Free

800 243-8038
to try Androx with LJ100™
100% Risk Free
or use the Order
Certificate on page 23
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Androx with LJ100
Works Great For WOMEN’S
Sex Drive Too—
™

Take It Together With Your Special Women…
And Let The Sexual Magic Happen Easier And More Often!
“Testosterone is not just a sex booster for
men. Women also produce testosterone, about
5%-10% of that produced in men. In women,
this vital hormone fans the flame of ardor and
increases sensitivity in the erogenous zones.”
—Chris Kilhan, Ethnobotonist and “The Medicine Hunter”

A

ndrox with LJ100 helps your woman
go from saying “I’m Too Tired, Have A
Headache, Stressed or Busy” to “Let’s
Have Sex Right Now You Stud!”

When you are taking Androx with LJ100™,
you will want sex more often from your partner,
but she may not be in the mood... In today’s
busy and stressful world, many mature women
become too tired or too stressed to feel aroused
and want sex. Androx with LJ100™ helps change
this dramatically. It gives women a natural surge
of energy and sexual desire.
How? It inhibits globulin for more free
testosterone in the blood, and converts
pregnenolone to pheromones.
Dr. Johari Saad, who is called by many The
King Of Tongkat Ali, reports it significantly
boosts sex drive and function in women by
building testosterone. Yes, women also produce
testosterone, about 5 – 10% the amount produced
in men. In women, this vital hormone also fans
the flames of ardor, and
increases sensitivity in the
erogenous zones.

So take Androx with LJ100™ together with
your special woman. When you BOTH take this
little dynamo, you will notice BOTH you and your
special lady naturally feeling horny again on a
regular basis.
Why leave your special lady out of all the fun?
She will be so grateful to you for having the guts
to buy Androx with LJ100™ for her because you
thought of her and her needs ... and get ready
to be thanked for it being the best gift she’s ever
received! If you both want to experience the
amazing benefits of Androx with LJ100™ 100%
Risk Free, consider our Best Offer which can save
you $146.70. Call 800-337-2594.

Inner
Thigh

Woman’s
Erogenous
Zones Breasts/

Vagina/
Clitoris

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 13
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These Other Superstar Ingred ien

Will Have Your Lady P
Like A Sex-Sat is

CORDYCEPS
2,000 Years Of Strong
Sexual Desire!
This rare
mushroom
has been
used for over
2,000 years
by Chinese
doctors to treat male impotence
and other types of sexual
dysfunction.

Modern-day research
suggests Cordyceps affects sexual
drive and functions either via sex
hormone system or by directly
acting on the sexual center of
the brain and sexual organs. In
human trials involving people
with decreased libido, Cordyceps
supplementation was associated
with a improvement in sex drive
In effect, Cordyeps transforms
increasing sexual thought
into sex drive most notably in
one study published by “The
Journal Of Alternative And
Complimentary Medicine” a
66% boost in sex drive.
Potent impotence remedy:
In yet another study, 22
impotent men took Cordyceps.
The results? 33% were able

14

to have intercourse and more
than 50 percent experienced
improvements!*
Now you will have stronger
sexual desire — and more sex
drive in bed. And, like LJ100™,
Cordyceps works for the woman
in your life as well.
Men taking Androx with
LJ100™ also depend on it for
something else every man needs
for great sex (Hint: Let’s ask the
Italians)…

HORNY GOAT WEED
The Secret Of Great
Italian Lovers!
For more
than 2,000
years, doctors
have used
horny goat
weed to help
men improve erectile function*
and achieve maximum hardness
and staying power. And that’s
why it’s a key ingredient in
Androx with LJ100™.
Italian men are known
to be great lovers. A study
conducted by the researchers
from the University of Milan
(Italy) shows this herb contains
phytochemicals that block the

erection-inhibiting enzyme
phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5)
which restricts blood flow
around the body.
Italian researchers studied
herbal extracts that are
traditionally used for male
impotence. Each of these was
exposed to an enzyme that
controls blood flow to the penis
and results in an erection. Out
of all the herbal extracts tested,
horny goat weed was hailed as
“the most potent one”!
However, the clinical effect
of a PDE5 inhibitor requires
at least a minimal nitric oxide
(NO) signal triggered by
sexual stimulation. Studies
conducted by researchers from
the Andrology Center of Peking
University have shown the Horny
Goat Weed also increases the
levels of NO.
Overall, the research on Horny
Goat Weed shows it helps relax
the smooth muscles of your penis,
permitting more blood to enter
and creating harder erections.*
No matter your age, Androx
with LJ100™ will help make you
harder — without doctors or
prescriptions —and that means
more sexual pleasure and more

Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in this issue. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. *LJ 100 is a licensed and registered trademark of HP Ingredients, Inc.
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ed ients In Androx with LJ100™

y Purring With Pleasure
at isfied Lioness!
great sex for you and your partner.

TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS

The Strength Secret For
Olympian Sex!

This is an herbal plant native
to Bulgaria and China with a long
history as a natural aphrodisiac
and treatment for male potency.
It has also been used by
world champion athletes to
supercharge their strength and stamina.
Experimental research suggests that Tribulus
terrestris possesses aphrodisiac activity and raises
levels of testosterone, dehydroepiandrosterone,
and nitric oxide levels. This trio is what you’re
body has been calling out for, saying, “help me
recharge my batteries.”
DHEA is the other key male sex hormone
you need for great sex. Without enough
DHEA, your sex drive plummets and your
sexual performance suffers. Researchers and scientists
believe DHEA helps enhance your sexual stamina and
performance. These findings support that the purposelyformulated Androx with LJ100™ helps you achieve
erections, maintain them and see them through to
satisfaction and ultimate orgasms.
In addition, Androx with LJ100™ also contains
Pregnenolone which has been shown reduce
cortisol, the stress hormone and enhance DHEA
levels — factors essential for healthy libido, ability
to achieve and maintain an erection and overall
performance. Androx also contains Panax Ginseng
for energy and non-stop stamina, Niacin, Zinc and B6.

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 15
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Sex Before and After Taking
Androx with LJ100™

BEFORE You and your partner are about to share an
intimate moment… and just when she’s reached a fever
pitch and is ready for you… you are NOT ready.
It’s embarrassing. It’s humiliating. It’s demoralizing.
If you’re over 50 it’s probably happened to you at
least once, maybe even more. If you’re over 60, it could
be happening frequently. Our bodies change so maybe
you’ve been told it’s just a consequence of getting older
and that there are “other” ways to experience intimacy.
Maybe you’ve decided you’ll have to learn to live with
it. Maybe you’ve tried the prescriptions like the “blue
bullet” but didn’t like the risks (blindness) or side effects
(severe headaches).
The good news is that it’s not inevitable… but
performance issues in the bedroom can be deadly
to our self esteem and happiness.

AFTER Now picture this… Your same great lady,
same situation… only this time when she’s ready to go
…SO ARE YOU because you have been taking ANDROX
with LJ100™. Not only that, but you’re bigger, firmer and
longer lasting than you’ve been in years. Then in just a few
minutes, you’re up and ready to perform again—leaving
her breathless with shock and awe! Call 800-337-2594 and
start enjoying sex in just a matter of days!

Your Lady Will Brag To Her Girlfriends About You Because
Your New Erection Power Will Be So Strong
Girlfriends like to talk about
their men. Especially when
something is new, gossipy or
tantalizing. And your special
lady won’t be able to contain her
excitement in telling her friends
about how you perform in bed now!
Now you can regain the youthful
rock-hard erections you thought
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were in your past. Imagine being so
hard, for so long, you won’t believe
it at first—and neither will she!
Imagine how great you’ll feel
when the topic of sex comes up
and your wife says with a big grin:
“He is incredible. He satisfies me
every time and I can’t seem to get
enough of him.”

Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in this issue. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. *LJ 100 is a licensed and registered trademark of HP Ingredients, Inc.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Men’s Health Researchers Worldwide Report

The 7 Sexual Powers That
Androx with LJ100™ Gives You
Is Nothing Short of Amazing!
Q. Why does Androx with
LJ100™ work when other
Male Pills do not?
A. It is the world’s first-ever and only
7-tier formula with Patented LJ100®
and it’s unique composition. You
have NEVER tried ANYTHING like it
before. It is GUARANTEED to help
do ALL 7 sexual things every mature
man wants, instead of just 1 or 2 that
other pills do.
Q. Can Androx with LJ100™
make my penis size bigger?

Q. Does alcohol affect the
performance?

A. Yes. With it’s unique formula, maximum
blood fills your penis to its longest and
widest size possible. You and your
partner can SEE and FEEL your larger size
in your love-making.

A. Heavy alcohol use reduces the effectiveness
of Androx with LJ100™. Therefore, we
recommend you do not drink heavy when
taking it.

Q. Can it be taken in combination
with other medications?
A. We advise you to consult your healthcare
professional if you suffer any medical
condition.

Q. Are there any side effects?
A. No. No side effects have been reported.

Q. How Can I Order Androx with
LJ100™?
A. You can try Androx with LJ100™ for yourself,
risk-free for 90 days by calling 800-337-2594 or
by returning the Order Certificate on page 23.

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 17
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With Androx, you’ll get the
hormonal boost you need for
greater energy and greater sex.

With Androx with LJ100™, that means you’ll get the hormonal boost you need for greater energy
and greater sex. But don’t take my word for it. Listen to what some our satisfied customers say:

James Transformed His Life with
Androx with LJ100™—and you can, too!
} BEFORE ANDROX WITH LJ100™:
“I started gaining weight, lost my sexual urge, and felt
depressed about life.”

} AFTER ANDROX WITH LJ100™:
“I just had my testosterone checked and it is
above 1200 (normal “high” is 800). And my
PSA is only 2.4!”
—James, 58

More energy in bed
“I started taking Androx
with LJ100™ about a month
ago. After a few days,
I noticed a wonderful
difference in how much
energy I seemed to
have…especially in bed. I had
‘the urge’ more often and
my passion is much more
pronounced. Since I have
so much energy, I’ve gone
back to working out. If I
had known it could be this
easy, I would have started
taking Androx with
LJ100™ years ago. Please
send another month’s
supply right away.”
—L.B., Naples, FL

“If there was ever such
a thing as ‘an anti-aging
pill,’ this is it!”

Thought it was a bunch
of baloney …
“I admit, I thought ‘male
menopause’ was a bunch
of baloney, but when I read
your report on ‘Surviving
Manopause’ it was like
looking in the mirror. I thought I was
just getting old. Now I feel better. Your
product has given me a new lease on
life. I just had to write to say how much
better I feel since starting on Androx
with LJ100™.”
—Ted, New York City

“Unusually
Hard” Erections
“I had problems sustaining
my erections. I tried
Androx with LJ100™ and
my erection was unusually hard and
I lasted longer than I have in years.”
—J.R., San Francisco, CA

—Max, 71
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Your 5-Part “Rock Hard” Risk-Free
Money-Back Guarantee

Y

ou risk nothing by ordering Androx
with LJ100™ today thanks to my
5-Part no-risk, money-back guarantee
of satisfaction. You are trying out Androx
with LJ100™ with zero risk because this
remarkable natural supplement is backed
with this iron-clad guarantee:
l GUARANTEE No. 1: Androx with
LJ100™ is guaranteed to help you with
1) strong sexual desire, 2) an erection,
3) a hard erection, 4) long-lasting erection,
5) an orgasm, 6) multiple orgasms, and
7) a willing “turned on” partner.
l GUARANTEE No. 2: Androx with
LJ100™ will help naturally raise
your body’s levels of sex hormones.
Guaranteed or your money back!
l GUARANTEE No. 3: Androx with
LJ100™ combines nature’s potent,
clinically studied ingredients for
boosting your sex drive, your energy
and your health. Guaranteed or your
money back!
l GUARANTEE No. 4: Androx with
LJ100™’s purity, potency, freshness and
accuracy of the product is assured due
to extensive and rigorous testing at
every step in the manufacturing process.
Guaranteed or your money back!
l GUARANTEE No. 5: Androx with
LJ100™ will help to give you more:
More pleasure, sex, energy, strength
and youthfulness. Guaranteed or your
money back!
In fact, if you are in anyway
dissatisfied, simply return the unused
portion within 90 days and get a FULL
REFUND (less shipping, if any). No

questions asked, no obligation.
Plus, you can KEEP all your
FREE Gifts. What could be more fair?
Don’t wait and lose out. This is a special
limited-time only special offer. To order,
simply fill out and return the Special Savings
Certificate found on page 23. For faster
service, call TOLL FREE 1-800-337-2594,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Sincerely,
Rick Popowitz President,
Biocentric Health, Inc.
P.S. Don’t forget. Your “Best Deal”
order includes greatest savings ($146.70
off )…lowest price per bottle…three FREE
Special Reports valued at $19.95 each
...and FREE Shipping. With your 5-Part
“Rock Hard” money-back guarantee, this
is a “non brainer”, so mail the form or
call toll-free now: 1-800-337-2594.
(PRIVACY: Your order will arrive in a plain, unmarked
package with no markings, so your privacy is assured.)

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 19
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“A New Sex Life Is Guaranteed To You — Or It’s Yours FREE!”

That’s right. You don’t risk a penny. So even if you’ve tried another product before and were not thrilled
with the results, don’t be discouraged because your results from this product are guaranteed to be terrific!

You have nothing to lose and everything to gain:

“If Androx with LJ100™ doesn’t
give you the erections and
sexual performance you want …
as fast and easy as you want
… it’s YOURS FREE… and you can still KEEP all your Free Bonuses!

Y

es, you have a full 90 days to put Androx
with LJ100™ to your strictest test (and your
partners)— completely RISK-FREE! You
can send back any unused portion within
90 days and get all of your money back You have

20

nothing to lose and everything to gain. So order
today, and save, before this limited-time special
offer ends!
I’ll even “sweeten the deal” more. When you
reply now, I will also send you special FREE Gifts…

Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in this issue. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. *LJ 100 is a licensed and registered trademark of HP Ingredients, Inc.
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Special introductory offer means you enjoy big
savings and FREE Gifts worth $146.70!
There’s never been a better time to try Androx with LJ100™ than right now. During this special
limited-time offer, your “Best Deal” order includes…

Our Best Value: Buy 5, Get 2 FREE Bottles Of Androx with LJ100™:
Save $146.80 with
your 5-Bottle Order

H GREATEST SAVINGS:

You save the most! Order a
5-month supply for just $199.75
and look at how much you get:

Our lowest price per bottle
— a 29% savings!

A $19.95
Value!

A $19.95
Value!

A $19.95
Value!

H FREE SHIPPING: It’s on us
— a $6.95 value

H TWO FREE bottles of Androx H Our written, no questions
with LJ100™ worth $79.90

H THREE FREE Special Reports

asked, 90-day money
back guarantee

2 FREE
Bottles!

worth $59.85

Great Value! Buy 3, Get 1 Bottle FREE:

Save $86.90 with your 3-Bottle Order

A $19.95
Value!

A $19.95
Value!

That’s a 3-month supply for just $119.85 and you also get:

H ONE FREE bottle of Androx

H FREE SHIPPING: It’s on us —

with LJ100™ worth $39.95
H TWO FREE Special Reports
worth $39.90
H BIG SAVINGS: Impressive
savings off our regular price

a $6.95 value
H Our written, no questions
asked, 90-day money back
guarantee

Good Value! Try One-Bottle for Just
$39.95 plus S&H

1 FREE
Bottle!

A $19.95
Value!

H ONE FREE Special Report, valued at $19.95
H Our written, no questions asked, 90-day money
back guarantee

Call Toll Free 1-800-337-2594
Androx control.indd 21
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Ingredient Research:

Androx control.indd 22

FREE Special Report No. 1:

10 Keys to Surviving
Manopause

A $19.95
Value!

In this must read Special Report, you’ll
discover…
• The hidden causes of “manopause”
• The truth about male sex hormones
• From lard to lean, from limp to loved: Increase your
testosterone for great health and great sex
• And much, much more for restoring your manhood,
yours FREE!

FREE Special Report No. 2:

Lose Your Gut

You’ll want to read this exclusive Special
Report because it reveals…
• The shocking overweight/limp erection
connection.
A $19.95
• Turn belly flab into muscle with sexy flat
Value!
stomach
• Easiest way to boost your metabolism 15 percent
• And many more fast, easy secrets to lose the gut—

yours FREE!

FREE Special Report No. 3:

“How to Avoid
a Prostate
“Death Sentence”

A $19.95
Value!

• Why low testosterone puts you at an
even higher risk for an enlarged prostate
• The shocking estrogen-prostate link.
Control it and reduce risks of prostate cancer
• Prescription drugs that cause an enlarged prostate
and kill your sex drive
• The safest, most potent natural alternatives for an
enlarged prostate
• And many more natural secrets for a healthy
prostate for life, yours FREE!

5/16/18 9:33 AM
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FOR FIRST-TIME CUSTOMERS ONLY!
PLEASE SELECT YOUR PAYMENT OPTION:

"

BEST VALUE
2 FREE
Bottles!

GREAT VALUE
1 FREE
Bottle!

SEE FOR
YOURSELF

Best
Value

4 1 Bottle for
only $39.95
plus $6.95
shipping and
handling ($46.90)

Sale
Price
$119.85

Sale
Price
$46.90

FOR FASTEST SERVICE
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-337-2594

❑

Call 24 hours, 7 days a week

CVV#

"

Total Payment $_______________
Signature:_____________________________________________________________________
Telephone: ( ______________ )___________________________________________________
Email:________________________________________________________________________
		
(Optional, in case we have a question about your order)

If ordering my mail,
no need to write your
name and address…
it’s already printed on
the back of this order
form! Please make any
necessary changes to
the mailing label on the
reverse side and return
it in the enclosed Order
Processing Envelope.

MAIL TO: Biocentric Health 4737 N. Ocean Drive, # 172 , Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
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Sale
Price
$199.75

Orders Are Shipped In Plain UNMARKED BOXES &
We NEVER Share Your Customer Information – EVER
100% GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

Credit Card Number:

Expiry Date		

3 Free
Gifts

GUARANTEED
PRIVACY!

❑ Enclosed is my Check or Money Order made Payable to: Biocentric Health
❑

Great
Value

4 Buy 3 Bottles and get ONE
FREE for only $119.85.
4 TWO FREE Special Reports
4 FREE Shipping and handling
4 Our written, no questions
asked, 90-day money
back guarantee

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Charge my: ❑

6 Free
Gifts

4 Buy 5 Bottles and get TWO
FREE for only $199.75.
4 THREE FREE Special Reports
4 FREE Shipping and handling
4 Our written, no questions
asked, 90-day money
back guarantee
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SATISFY HER LIKE
NEVER BEFORE!

What has the worlds leading researchers,
including the Massachusetts Institute
Of Technology (MIT), so excited?

l Enhances Erection,

Hardness & Duration

l Strengthens Libido in Men

& Women

l Supports Orgasmic

Response in Men & Women

OPEN
NOW
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